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My current book project examines the significance of contemporary science and speculative fictions to ideas
about economic freedom and concepts of collective economic living. What work precisely do these fictions
accomplish in these areas of knowledge? How do their forms, narrative techniques, rhetorics and discourses,
as well as cultural functions and institutions relate to them? As the editors of The Cambridge Companion to
Literature and Economics (2022) assert, how literary texts register the pressures of the literary marketplace—
“the economic pressures to which they aremost directly exposed”—presents one of the keyways inwhich they
“offer singularly insightful cognizance of economic forms and processes”(Crosthwaite, Knight, and Marsh 3).
I am curious in particular, then, about the relationship between the ways in which markets for science and
speculative fictions have been organized since the postwar era and the treatments that different forms of
economic organization have received in these fictions at the same time. Which pressures do these treatments
register, and by which means?
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